
such as these may have lain in a garage 

or loft for many years and though, at first 

glance, seem unsuitable for auction, careful 

examination might reveal something very 

worthwhile. Here I have illustrated a  

somewhat neglected picture that looks 

ready for the council tip! So what do you 

think? Is it ‘fake’ or ‘fortune’?

Well, it isn’t fake, but sadly, not wort an 

enormous fortune either. It may be worth a 

few hundred pounds in due course. The artist 

is William Charles Penn who was London 

trained, travelled extensively in Europe and 

studied in Paris. Penn was awarded the 

Military Cross in the First World War, spent 

many years in Liverpool teaching at the 

School of Art, and had many of his paintings 

exhibited at the Royal Academy in London. 

He died in 1968. His portraits are extremely 

good and can be valuable (up to £20,000), 

while his still life and exhibition flower paintings 

of a large size can command bids in the low 

thousands of pounds at auction.

This small oil sketch of flowers in a glass 

vase has just gone off to be restored and 

relined to take away the ‘stretcher lines’ –  

I will show you the restored version in the 

next issue. Please note that all restorers 

vary greatly in competence and experience; 

good restorers are hard to find and,  

therefore, command a high price for their 

skills. I am able to recommend restorers  

for both oil and watercolour paintings,  

ceramics and ivories. 

To see the sort of objects currently selling 

well at auction, it is worth looking on our 

website at CatoCrane.co.uk, or, better still, 

look at our Twitter site @catocrane where 

most days there are several objects I have 

discovered during my visits and are coming 

in for auction.
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All Things Auctioneering
May I begin my ‘All Things Auctioneering’ 

pages by congratulating our editor, Jon Bion, 

who has produced his 50th edition of this 

now well-known and eagerly read publication. 

It is a labour of love and total dedication by 

Jon and all those who contribute to its  

success – may we see the score reach  

100 ‘not out’! 

It is said in retailing that an article well 

shown is half sold – that may be the case, 

but items of the highest quality are generally 

expensive and may be difficult to find and 

buy. However, it is also said that high-quality 

objects that give much pleasure in their 

ownership and do outlive the memory of 

effort and experience of the acquisition and 

the price paid.

Great effort is put into creating our 

monthly fine art and good quality antiques 

auctions of some 700 lots or so. The initial 

appraisal visit must be made and accurate 

inventories made in duplicate. Photographs 

must be taken on site on removal day 

and the schedules of goods checked, and 

checked thrice more; first upon delivery to 

our Auction Rooms, again by our cataloguing 

gentlemen, and finally by our accounting 

staff before the remittance is sent to our 

vendors. Removing items, packing, and  

unpacking also takes time and must be 

done with great care. 

I am happy to look at all qualities of 

antiques to select the best available and 

those of suitable quality for our international 

internet auctions. Works of art, silver, gold 

jewellery, good pictures and military medals 

are doing particularly well at the moment. 

Very fine furniture is holding up well, but not 

so pieces of ordinary quality and style.  

A slight mystery surrounds the blue and 

white convex form shallow-domed example 

of this early Delft-style tinware glazed  

pottery piece of kitchenware c1730. Several 

concave strainers of similar decoration have 

made their way to the auction rooms over 

the last few years but I think maybe not 

one such as this, the convex type. I believe 

it to be a fish steaming plate to fit into the 

bottom of a pan of boiling water, hence the 

indentations around the circumference to 

enable it to be lifted out with one’s fingertips. 

It is extremely rare and it will be interesting 

to see the bidding rising, hopefully, to a high 

amount. We like delighted vendors! 

I have heard it said that I can be a little 

forthright at times (never rude, though!). 

But despite all the PR in the press, the 

drip-dripping of advertising, and the writing 

of countless articles over 30 years, it seems 

some people don’t quite understand the 

type of objects suitable for auction and that 

different auctioneers accept different items. 

We are all private businesses and here to 

serve the community, but we do like to 

make enough profit to pay our staff and  

the expenses associated with running a 

modern business. 

Cato Crane specialises in high-quality 

objects, such as silver, pictures, jewellery, 

good furniture, and good collectible  

objects. I can generally give you a good 

idea over the telephone whether it is worth 

coming to see me or not. I see clients by 

appointment only at our Heswall Office,  

but I can visit clients at home if that is  

more convenient. My consultations are 

generally free of charge, but we do have a 

charity box! I can’t assist, however, with the 

selling of old broken china, broken furniture, 

old refrigerators, washing and sewing  

machines, or three-piece suites and most  

– but not all – pianofortes! 

When it comes to old pictures, though, 

these are a different matter altogether – I 

have made many valuable discoveries 

among those that are extremely dirty and 

damaged and even full of holes. Pictures 
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